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Overview 

This document sets out the changes to procedures accompanying the closure of the Feed-in 

Tariffs (FIT) scheme from 1 April 2019. It provides information for licensed electricity suppliers 

and FIT generators or applicants on how we administer the FIT scheme during closure, including 

the available grace period. 

This guidance is not intended to be a definitive technical or legal guide to the FIT scheme. 

Context 

On 1 April 2010 the government introduced the FIT scheme. The scheme was aimed at 

encouraging the uptake of small scale renewable and low carbon technologies up to a Total 

Installed Capacity of 5MW in Great Britain (GB). The Order requires certain licensed electricity 

suppliers to pay eligible installations for the generation and export of renewable and low carbon 

electricity. 

The Feed-in Tariffs (Closure, etc) Order 2018 was laid in Great Britain on 18 December 2018 to 

close the scheme to new generating capacity from 1 April 2019. Installations commissioned from 

1 April 2019 may enter the scheme in their period of validity or if they meet grace period 

requirements. This document explains how we administer this and should be read in conjunction 

with the associated documents which have full details on the scheme.  

The FIT scheme, introduced by the Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC), is 

administered by the Gas and Electricity Markets Authority (the Authority), which is supported in 

its day-to-day functions by the Office of Gas and Electricity Markets (Ofgem, or ‘us’). 

Associated Documents 

Policy and legislation  

 The Feed-in Tariffs (Closure, etc) Order 2018 

 The Feed-in Tariffs Order 2012 (as amended) 

 The Feed-in Tariffs (Amendment) (Coronavirus) (No. 2) Order 2020 

  Government response to consultation on closure of the FIT scheme. 

Guidance 

This guidance document is designed to be read alongside our main guidance documents: 

 Feed-in Tariffs: Guidance for Licensed Electricity Suppliers  

 Feed-in Tariffs: Guidance for Renewable Installations  

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2018/1380/contents/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2782/contents/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/id/uksi/2020/957
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/feed-in-tariffs-scheme
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/feed-tariffs-guidance-licensed-electricity-suppliers-version-11
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/feed-tariffs-guidance-renewable-installations-version-13
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1. Introduction 

Summary of closure arrangements 

1.1. On 18 December 2018, the government announced their decision to close the FIT scheme 

to new applicants from 1 April 2019.  

1.2. No new applications made to the FIT scheme from 1 April 2019 will be accredited, subject 

to some limited exceptions. There are several ways for installations to still receive 

accreditation after this date, each of which is dealt with in more detail in Chapter 2: 

 Installations up to and including 50kW that have not been granted preliminary 

accreditation or pre-registration and have an MCS certificate issue date on or before 

31 March 2019 must apply on or before 31 March 2020. 

 Installations that apply for preliminary accreditation on or before 31 March 2019 can 

still receive and utilise the standard validity period within which to apply (for example 

6 months for solar PV). 

o Preliminary accreditations which expire on or after 1 March 2020 receive a 12-

month extension to their original validity period.1 

 Community and school installations that apply for pre-registration on or before 31 

March 2019 can still receive and utilise the standard validity period in which to apply. 

o Pre-registrations which expire between 1 March and 31 March 2020 receive a 12-

month extension to their original validity period.1 

 ROO-FIT installations with preliminary accreditation that ends on or after 31 March 

2019, whose applications have been delayed due to delays in grid or radar works 

beyond their control, can apply within a 12-month grace period after the end of their 

period of validity. 

1.3. The closure of the scheme does not affect the payments received by installations already 

accredited under the scheme. These installations must continue to comply with the 

scheme requirements in order to receive payments. 

                                           

1 The Feed-in Tariffs (Amendment) (Coronavirus) (No.2) Order 2020 at 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/id/uksi/2020/957. For more information, visit our Changes to the FIT 

Scheme web page. 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/id/uksi/2020/957
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/environmental-programmes/fit/about-fit-scheme/changes-fit-scheme
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/environmental-programmes/fit/about-fit-scheme/changes-fit-scheme
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Scope of this guidance document 

1.4. This guidance document provides a detailed overview of the administrative arrangements 

for the closure of the FIT scheme to new applicants. Its purpose is to clarify how suppliers 

can fulfil their obligations with respect to the FITs scheme, and how generators can gain 

accreditation for renewable installations before the various cut-off dates for applications. 

1.5. Applications for full accreditation received on or before 31 March 2019 are unaffected by 

the closure of the FIT scheme and should follow the guidance on eligibility and the 

application process for these installations in our ‘Feed-in Tariffs: Guidance for renewable 

installations’.  Applications for preliminary accreditation or pre-registration that convert 

to a full application on or after 1 April 2019 retain their usual validity periods – information 

on eligibility and tariff dates are in Chapter 3 of this document. 

1.6. This guidance does not cover the changes to levelisation introduced by The Feed-in Tariffs 

(Closure, etc) Order 2018. Information on these changes can be found in ‘Feed-in Tariffs: 

Guidance for licensed electricity suppliers’:  

 Inclusion of metered export payment figures in the levelisation calculation. 

 An exemption from paying the costs of the FIT scheme for energy intensive industries. 

1.7. This document is designed to be a reference for changes to the way the scheme will be 

administered from 1 April 2019. It is not a complete guide to all the administrative 

arrangements of the scheme. It should be read alongside our main guidance documents, 

which provide further detail. 

Updates to Guidance (September 2020) 

1.8. This document has been updated to reflect amended legislation2. The following chapters 

of this guidance have been added or updated: 

 1. Introduction 

 2. Eligibility for FITs 

  

                                           

2 The Feed-in Tariffs (Amendment) (Coronavirus) (No.2) Order 2020 at 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/id/uksi/2020/957. For more information, visit our Changes to the FIT 

Scheme web page.  

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/feed-tariffs-guidance-renewable-installations-version-13
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/feed-tariffs-guidance-renewable-installations-version-13
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/feed-tariffs-guidance-licensed-electricity-suppliers-version-11
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/feed-tariffs-guidance-licensed-electricity-suppliers-version-11
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/id/uksi/2020/957
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/environmental-programmes/fit/about-fit-scheme/changes-fit-scheme
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/environmental-programmes/fit/about-fit-scheme/changes-fit-scheme
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2. Eligibility for FITs 

2.1. This chapter explains the deadlines for applications to the FIT scheme before and after 

31 March 2019. 

MCS applications 

2.2. Applicants using solar PV or wind with a declared net capacity (DNC) up to and including 

50kW, or micro-combined heat and power (CHP) up to a total installed capacity (TIC) of 

2kW, need to ensure they use Microgeneration Certification Scheme (MCS)-certified 

equipment installed by an MCS-certified installer. These installations are required to 

commission and have an MCS certificate issue date on or before 31 March 2019, with the 

exception of pre-registered community installations (see below). They should then apply 

to a FIT licensee (electricity supplier) for accreditation. 

2.3. Although they must commission on or before 31 March 2019, applications for MCS 

accreditation can be received up to and including 31 March 2020. 

2.4. FIT licensees should continue to accredit installations from 1 April 2020 if there is space 

left in deployment caps, as long as the installations apply in time and meet the eligibility 

criteria. 

MCS community energy and school installations 

2.5. For community energy and school installations applying for pre-registration, Ofgem must 

receive their application on or before 31 March 2019. School installations will then have 

12 months from their pre-registration application date in which to apply for accreditation. 

Community installations will then have 12 months from their pre-registration application 

date in which to commission and then apply. 

2.6. Pre-registrations which expire between 1 March and 31 March 2020 receive a 12month 

extension to their original validity period to commission and apply. 

2.7. ROOFIT applications 

2.8. Installations with a DNC above 50kW, as well as all hydro and anaerobic digestion plants, 

must apply to Ofgem for ROOFIT accreditation. We provide information on eligibility for 

ROOFIT accreditation in ‘Feed-in Tariffs: Guidance for renewable installations.’ 

2.9. Generators applying for full ROOFIT accreditation must commission the installation and 

then we must receive their application on or before 31 March 2019. 

2.10. For generators applying for preliminary accreditation, we must receive their application 

on or before 31 March 2019.  

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/feed-tariffs-guidance-renewable-installations-version-13
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2.11. Installations with preliminary accreditation can still convert to full accreditation from 1 

April 2019, as long as they commission and apply within their period of validity. Subject 

to the below, validity periods are six months for solar PV, one year for wind and anaerobic 

digestion (AD), and two years for hydro. For community energy installations, these 

validity periods receive an additional six-months across all technologies. 

2.12. In addition, preliminary accreditations which expired on or after 1 March 2020 receive a 

12-month extension to their original validity period3 

2.13. Installations with preliminary accreditation and a validity period that ends on or after 31 

March 2019 can benefit from a grace period of 12 months in addition to their normal 

period of validity if they have experienced grid connection or radar works delays that 

were beyond their control (see chapter 3 for more details). 

  

                                           

3 The Feed-in Tariffs (Amendment) (Coronavirus) (No.2) Order 2020 at 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/id/uksi/2020/957. For more information, visit our Changes to the FIT 

Scheme web page. 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/id/uksi/2020/957
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/environmental-programmes/fit/about-fit-scheme/changes-fit-scheme
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/environmental-programmes/fit/about-fit-scheme/changes-fit-scheme
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3. Grace Periods 

3.1. This chapter explains which installations are eligible for grace periods, what evidence is 

required and how grace period applications should be made.  

Eligibility for grace periods 

3.2. Installations that have been granted preliminary accreditation, whose validity period ends 

on or after 31 March 2019, can benefit from grace periods4. These are for installations 

that have been affected by delays in grid connection or radar works, but would otherwise 

have commissioned before the end of their relevant period of validity. Evidence for this 

must be submitted alongside an application to convert to full accreditation. 

3.3. Installations must commission, provide grace period evidence and submit their 

application to convert to full accreditation under these grace periods within 12 months 

beginning on the day after the last day of the relevant validity period. Both types of delay, 

grid or radar, are entitled to the same grace period but require distinct sets of evidence. 

3.4. Grid delay evidence required is explained in Table 1; radar delay evidence required is 

explained in Table 2.  

Table 1: Evidence for the grid delay grace period 

Type of 

evidence  

Legislative requirement 

(as appears in The Feed-

in Tariffs (Closure, etc) 

Order 2018)  

What evidence could you provide?  

Grid works 

agreement  

Evidence of an agreement 

with a transmission licence 

holder or distribution 

licence holder (“the 

relevant network 

operator”) for the making 

of a grid connection in 

A copy of the grid connection agreement5 from a 

network operator that clearly states the location of 

the grid connection and the connection capacity. We 

would expect the offer to cover the non-contestable 

aspects of any grid works required as a minimum.  

AND one of the following:  

                                           

4 Where an installations validity period has been extended due to The Feed-in Tariffs (Amendment) 

(Coronavirus) (No.2)  Order 2020 the Grace period will begin on the day after the last day of the relevant 

validity period. 

5 ‘Grid connection agreement’ in relation to an installation is defined in the Feed-in Tariffs (Closure, etc) 

Order 2018 as “an agreement in writing with a transmission licence holder or distribution licence holder 

for the making of a grid connection; and “transmission licence holder or distribution licence holder” 

means the holder of a licence under section 6(1)(b) or 6(1)(c) of the 1989 [Electricity] Act”.   
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Type of 

evidence  

Legislative requirement 

(as appears in The Feed-

in Tariffs (Closure, etc) 

Order 2018)  

What evidence could you provide?  

respect of the eligible 

installation (“the relevant 

grid works”).  

a. A letter signed by an appropriate person from the 

network operator confirming that the operator of 

the installation accepted the grid works offer,  

 

or  

b. an acceptance form, signed by the operator of 

the installation.  

Estimated 

date of 

completion 

for grid works  

A copy of a document 

written by, or on behalf of, 

the relevant network 

operator which estimated 

or set a date for completion 

of the relevant grid works 

(“the planned grid works 

completion date”) no later 

than the last day of the 

relevant period of validity. 

If the planned grid works completion date is not 

evident from the grid connection agreement 

(above), or the confirmation of delay of grid works 

(below), we will need to see a document, for 

example a letter or email from the relevant network 

operator, which estimates or sets a “planned grid 

works completion date” (the estimated or set date 

for the completion of grid works) which is no later 

than the last day of the relevant period of validity. 

The location of the grid works and connection 

capacity should be clearly stated. If a document 

refers to a grid connection needing to be completed 

within a specific number of months it must be clear 

when this period of time starts.  

Confirmation 

of delay of 

grid works  

 

A letter or email written 

by, or on behalf of, the 

relevant network operator 

confirming (whether or not 

such confirmation is 

subject to any conditions 

or other terms) that—  

(i) the relevant grid works 

were completed after the 

planned grid works 

completion date; and  

A letter or email from the network operator to the 

operator of the installation explicitly confirming 

points (i) and (ii), see left-hand column.  
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Type of 

evidence  

Legislative requirement 

(as appears in The Feed-

in Tariffs (Closure, etc) 

Order 2018)  

What evidence could you provide?  

(ii) in the relevant network 

operator’s opinion, the 

failure to complete the 

relevant grid works on or 

before the planned grid 

works completion date was 

not due to any breach by 

the installation developer of 

any agreement with the 

relevant network operator. 

Operator 

declaration 

on delayed 

grid works  

 

 

 

A declaration by the FIT 

generator that, to the best 

of their knowledge and 

belief, the eligible 

installation would have 

been commissioned on or 

before the last day of the 

relevant period of validity if 

the relevant grid works had 

been completed on or 

before the planned grid 

works completion date.  

A declaration signed by the FIT generator (the 

owner of the installation) that follows the template 

in Appendix 1.  
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Table 2: Evidence for radar delay grace period  

Type of 

evidence  

Legislative requirement 

(as appears in The 

Feed-in Tariffs (Closure, 

etc) Order 2018)  

What evidence could you provide?  

Radar works 

agreement  

Evidence of an agreement 

between the installation 

developer and a person 

who is not the installation 

developer (“the radar 

works agreement”) for 

radar works (“the relevant 

radar works”). 

A copy of a document that shows an agreement 

between an installation developer and a person 

who is not an installation developer for radar 

works6 to be carried out.  

We would expect to clearly see that this 

agreement was for radar works required for the 

installation the grace period application is for. For 

example, you could demonstrate this by providing:  

a. evidence of an offer to carry out the radar 

works that clearly states the location of the radar 

works and the type of radar works to be carried 

out,  

AND  

b. a letter from a person who is not an installation 

developer confirming that the operator of the 

installation accepted the radar works offer.  

Estimated 

date of 

completion 

for radar 

works  

A copy of a document 

written by, or on behalf of, 

a party to the radar works 

agreement (other than the 

installation developer) 

which estimated or set a 

date for completion of the 

relevant radar works (“the 

planned radar works 

completion date”) no later 

than the last day of the 

relevant period of validity. 

If the planned radar works completion date is not 

evident from the radar works agreement (above), 

or the confirmation of delay of radar works 

(below), we will need to see a document, such as 

a letter or email, from a party to the radar works 

agreement (other than an installation developer) 

which estimates or sets a “planned radar works 

completion date” (see left-hand column) which is 

no later than the last day of the relevant period of 

validity.  

The document should clearly identify the location 

of the radar works and the type of radar works to 

                                           

6 Radar works’ is defined in The Feed-in Tariffs (Closure, etc) Order 2018 as “(a) the construction of a 

radar station, (b) the installation of radar equipment, (c) the carrying out of modifications to a radar 

station or radar equipment, or (d) the testing of a radar station or radar equipment”.   
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Type of 

evidence  

Legislative requirement 

(as appears in The 

Feed-in Tariffs (Closure, 

etc) Order 2018)  

What evidence could you provide?  

be carried out. If a document refers to radar works 

needing to be completed within a specific number 

of months it must be clear when this period of 

time starts.  

Confirmation 

of delay of 

radar works  

a letter or email written 

by, or on behalf of, a party 

to the radar works 

agreement (other than the 

installation developer) 

confirming, whether or not 

such confirmation is 

subject to any conditions 

or other terms, that— 

(i) the relevant radar 

works were completed 

after the planned radar 

works completion date; 

and 

(ii) in that party’s opinion, 

the failure to complete the 

relevant radar works on or 

before the planned radar 

works completion date was 

not due to any breach of 

the radar works agreement 

by the installation 

developer 

A letter or email from a party to the radar works 

agreement (other than an installation developer) 

to the operator of the installation which explicitly 

confirms points (i) and (ii), see left-hand column.  

Operator 

declaration 

on delayed 

radar works  

A declaration by the FIT 

generator that, to the best 

of their knowledge and 

belief, the eligible 

installation would have 

been commissioned on or 

A declaration signed by the FIT generator (the 

owner of the installation) that follows the template 

in Appendix 1.  
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Type of 

evidence  

Legislative requirement 

(as appears in The 

Feed-in Tariffs (Closure, 

etc) Order 2018)  

What evidence could you provide?  

before the last day of the 

relevant period of validity 

if the relevant radar works 

had been completed on or 

before the planned radar 

works completion date 

 

Third party grid or radar delay evidence 

3.5. The sole purpose of the letter shall be for the assessment of FIT grace period eligibility. 

By providing confirmation of a grid/radar works delay, the network operator or radar 

works party is not admitting liability to Ofgem for any costs or damages. 

3.6. We will accept confirmation of delay of grid works from an independent connection 

provider (ICP) if the evidence demonstrates that they were the party responsible for 

completing the grid connection works. 

Grid and Radar Delay 

3.7. It is possible that your project may experience both grid and radar delays. You can meet 

the grid or radar delay condition by only providing evidence that relates to one delay. 

However, the legislation sets out that you could provide evidence (see tables above) to 

show that both had occurred and a declaration stating that the installation was unable to 

commission by the last day of the relevant period of validity due to delays to both the 

planned radar works and planned grid works. Installations cannot receive greater than 

the 12-month grace period, even if they are affected by both grid and radar delays. 

Variations on the required evidence 

3.8. Grid connection/radar works offers and agreements may vary as a project progresses. In 

these cases, we will generally not take these changes into account for our grace period 

assessment, as the legislation does not ask for the latest offer or agreement. For 

example, if an original planned grid or radar works completion date was given which was 

before the last day of the relevant period of validity, but the network operator 

subsequently modified this to after the last day of the relevant period of validity, we 
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would not take this variation into account – our assessment would be based on the 

original offer and agreement. 

3.9. We will not grant a grace period if, when we are assessing the application for 

accreditation, it is not clear to us that the grid offer/radar works evidence submitted 

relates to the installation covered by the application. For example, we would expect that 

the connection capacity and location stated on the grid connection agreement is the same 

as the connection that is constructed for the installation applying for accreditation. If it is 

not, we may consider that the agreement was for a different connection and installation 

than the one which has been constructed. 

3.10. We would expect any new connection offer to refer to the original “planned grid/radar 

works completion date” as being on or before the last day of the relevant period of 

validity. 

The parties the evidence was originally issued to 

3.11. The Feed-in Tariffs (Closure, etc) Order 2018 does not specify that the grid 

connection/radar works offer or agreement must have been made to the person applying 

for the grace period. Therefore, the party to which the grid connection/radar works offer 

was made will not form part of our grace period assessment. 

Additional grid connection and/or radar works evidence 

3.12. We recognise that additional consents, easements and wayleaves may be required for 

grid connections and radar works. However, for this grace period, we will not ask for 

evidence of these. 
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4. Submitting a grace period application  

4.1. This chapter covers how to make an application for FIT accreditation under a grace period.  

Applying for accreditation under a grace period 

4.2. To apply for accreditation under a grace period, installations must: 

 Apply for preliminary accreditation on or before 31 March 2019. The end of their 

period of validity must also fall on or after 31 March 2019 (those whose period of 

validity ends before this date can make a new application). 

 Commission the installation and provide evidence of this within 12 months after 

their relevant period of validity. 

 Submit an application to convert to full accreditation within 12 months after 

their relevant period of validity. 

 Submit grace period evidence to us within 12 months after their relevant period 

of validity. 

4.3. For more details on the process for preliminary accreditation and converting to full 

accreditation, see the ‘Essential Guide to applying for preliminary accreditation under 

FIT’. 

4.4. Installations with preliminary accreditation who attempt to convert to full accreditation 

within 12 months of the end of their validity period will be asked if they want to make a 

grace period application. Applicants must respond “yes” to this question if they intend to 

apply for a grace period.  

4.5. Grace period evidence must be submitted separately, via email (see ‘submitting grace 

period evidence’ below). 

4.6. Grace period applications will not be processed until evidence of eligibility for the grace 

period is supplied (and we will not review the grace period eligibility evidence until we’ve 

received an application for accreditation). When we receive your application for 

accreditation we will request the grace period eligibility evidence if it has not already been 

received. 

Submitting grace period evidence 

4.7. Send grace period evidence to: renewable@ofgem.gov.uk, stating in the subject line the 

installation name and which grace period you are applying for. 

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/essential-guide-applying-preliminary-accreditation-under-feed-tariffs-fit-scheme
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/essential-guide-applying-preliminary-accreditation-under-feed-tariffs-fit-scheme
mailto:renewable@ofgem.gov.uk
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4.8. All the required evidence and declarations for the grace period you are applying for, as 

listed in the previous chapter, should be attached to the email and listed in the body of 

the email. In addition, the email should confirm the name of the installation, the address 

of the installation and the Total Installed Capacity (TIC). There is an example email 

template in Figure 1 below. 

4.9. Your application will not be processed until the evidence in support of the grace period 

has been supplied. Evidence must be provided within the period of one year following the 

end of the installation’s validity period. Once you have submitted your grace period 

evidence to us, you will receive an email also confirming the date it was received. 

4.10. Our system will reject emails larger than 20MB. If you are concerned about the size of 

your files, or you receive a notification that it has been rejected, please contact us. We 

have a file-sharing service which can be used to transfer large files. 

4.11. Grace period evidence may also be submitted by post. It should be clearly labelled, 

include all the required information and sent to: 

Renewable Electricity, ref: FIT grace period, Ofgem, Commonwealth House, 32 Albion 

Street, Glasgow, G1 1LH 

4.12. For assistance with applications, please contact the ROO-FIT team. Call us on 020 7901 

7310 (Option 1) or email renewable@ofgem.gov.uk.  

  

mailto:renewable@ofgem.gov.uk
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Figure 1: Example email for submitting grace period evidence 

 

Difficulties submitting an application 

4.13. If you have problems submitting your application, you should contact the Renewables 

Team (renewable@ofgem.gov.uk or 020 7901 7310 option 1). 

4.14. Please let us know as soon as possible by email if you become aware that the Register is 

not functioning correctly, and provide a screenshot of the problem. We will not accept 

any applications for accreditation after the relevant grace period deadline. 

Processing the application for accreditation and a grace period 

4.15. Applications for accreditation must be received by us by the end of the relevant grace 

period (midnight on the closing date). We won’t accept any applications received after 

this date. 

From: Operator of a generating station  

Sent: 01 June 2019 09:44  

To: Renewable@ofgem.gov.uk  

Subject: Application for the FIT ‘grid delay’ grace period [station name]  

Dear Ofgem Renewables Team,  

I have submitted an application for accreditation for an installation via the Register 

Generating station name: [insert name]  

Generating station address: [insert address]  

Total Installed Capacity: [insert capacity] kW  

I am applying for the FIT ‘grid delay’ grace period. The required evidence is attached:  

1. Grid connection agreement  

2. Estimated date of completion for grid works  

3. Confirmation of delay of grid works  

4. Operator declaration on delayed grid works. 

mailto:Renewable@ofgem.gov.uk
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4.16. We will review the evidence provided in support of the conversion to full accreditation 

and for a grace period at the same time. 

4.17. Throughout the review process, we will contact applicants via the Register, email and 

phone if we have queries. It is important you set up email notifications or check 

the system and your email inbox regularly so you can respond to queries quickly. If 

you need to edit your application, please make sure you click through to the end of the 

application to submit it. Note that a review screen will appear at the end of the application 

– you must scroll to the bottom of this and re-submit your application. 

4.18. We will grant accreditation only if we are satisfied that all statutory requirements are 

met. This means the FIT eligibility criteria, the grace period criteria and the station 

commissioning on or before the end of the relevant validity period. 

Audit 

4.19. We regularly audit accredited installations to guard against fraud and error. If an operator 

applied for one of the available grace periods, and the installation is subsequently audited, 

the grace period evidence and declarations will be reviewed alongside the information 

provided in support of the accreditation application. Our auditors will pay particular 

attention to evidence provided in support of the commissioning date and other dates 

relevant to the grace period conditions. 

4.20. We can withdraw accreditation in certain circumstances, including if we later find that 

information provided to us was incorrect. More information on this can be found in chapter 

5 of our ‘Feed-in Tariffs: Guidance for Renewable Installations’. 

4.21. Ofgem takes a zero tolerance approach to fraud. We have a dedicated Counter Fraud 

team who investigate allegations of suspected fraud and will refer any matters to the 

relevant authorities where appropriate. Counter fraud and audit activity will increase 

during the closure period.  

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/feed-tariffs-guidance-renewable-installations-version-13
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5. Deployment Caps and Tariff Rates 

5.1. This chapter explains how installations applying or gaining accreditation from 1 January 

2019 are assigned to deployment caps. It also explains the eligibility and tariff dates for 

these installations. 

Deployment Caps  

5.2. Deployment caps place limits on the total capacity that can receive a particular FIT tariff 

in a particular tariff period. For more information on how deployment caps have worked 

during the lifetime of the scheme, see our ‘Feed-in Tariffs: Guidance for Renewable 

Installations’ and ‘Feed-in Tariffs: Guidance for Licensed Electricity Suppliers’. 

5.3. Our indicative weekly and definitive quarterly reports on deployment caps show the space 

left in each cap, as well as any installations queued past the end of the cap. 

5.4. The tariff period beginning on 1 January 2019 is the final tariff period for the FITs scheme. 

5.5. Installations that apply for preliminary or full accreditation between 1 January 2019 and 

31 March 2019, inclusive, fall into this final tariff period. This is not a change from the 

way deployment caps have been administered since their introduction. 

5.6. If an application for accreditation or preliminary accreditation causes the limit of the 

deployment cap for the final tariff period to be breached: 

 We will not accredit that installation, and 

 We will not accredit any other installations of that type which are received after that 

installation. 

Grace Period Applications 

5.7. Grace periods do not change how preliminary applications contribute to deployment caps. 

MCS Installations 

5.8. MCS certificates issued up to and including 31 March 2019 count towards the deployment 

caps for the tariff periods their certificate issue date falls in. From 1 April 2019, MCS 

certificates will stop automatically counting towards any deployment caps. 

5.9. MCS community installations that pre-register on or before 31 March 2019, but whose 

MCS certificate is issued after this date, will be allocated to the final deployment cap if 

there is space. 

5.10. These installations will be ordered under the deployment cap by the date and time that 

the installation’s MCS certificate was first issued. 

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/feed-tariffs-guidance-renewable-installations-version-13
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/feed-tariffs-guidance-renewable-installations-version-13
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/feed-tariffs-guidance-licensed-electricity-suppliers-version-11
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/environmental-programmes/fit/contacts-guidance-and-resources/public-reports-and-data-fit/feed-tariffs-deployment-caps-reports
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Reporting on deployment caps 

5.11. If a final deployment cap is breached after 1 April 2019, we will inform queued ROOFIT 

applicants and suppliers that affected installations will not be accredited to the FIT 

scheme. 

5.12. As soon as possible after a final deployment cap is breached, we will publish this 

information on our website.7 

5.13. Soon after 1 April 2019, we will be able to assess whether or not the final deployment 

caps can be breached by the community installations which have pre-registered but are 

yet to receive an MCS certificate. If the total capacity of these installations is greater than 

the spare capacity left in the final deployment cap, we will inform all the potentially 

affected community installation applicants via email. 

Tariff Dates and Eligibility Dates 

5.14. Installations that apply on or before 31 March 2019, and MCS installations that 

commission on or before this date, have an Eligibility Date and Tariff Date as described 

in ‘Feed-in Tariffs: Guidance for Renewable Installations’ and ‘Feed-in Tariffs: Guidance 

for Licensed Electricity Suppliers’. 

5.15. Tariff and Eligibility Dates for preliminary accreditation are unaffected by closure, as they 

are based upon when the application for preliminary accreditation is made. This includes 

installations that apply for a grace period. 

5.16. For a community installation whose MCS certificate is issued on or after 1 April 2019, 

their Eligibility Date will be the date they apply for accreditation to their FIT licensee, and 

the Tariff Date will be 1 January 2019. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                           

7 This will follow the reporting timelines outlined in Appendix 9 of ‘Feed-in Tariffs: Guidance for licensed 
electricity suppliers’. 

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/feed-tariffs-guidance-renewable-installations-version-13
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/feed-tariffs-guidance-licensed-electricity-suppliers-version-11
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/feed-tariffs-guidance-licensed-electricity-suppliers-version-11
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/feed-tariffs-guidance-licensed-electricity-suppliers-version-11
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/feed-tariffs-guidance-licensed-electricity-suppliers-version-11
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Appendix 1: Grace period declaration template 

This is a template declaration confirming that the installation would have been commissioned on 

or before the final day of the installation’s preliminary accreditation validity period, had the grid 

connection or radar works delay not occurred, as required by article 7 of The Feed-in Tariffs 

(Closure, etc) Order 2018. It must be submitted within 12 months of the end of the validity 

period with the relevant supporting documentation, for an installation to be assessed as meeting 

the grid or radar delay condition. This declaration form should be printed, signed by the operator 

of the installation and sent to Ofgem.  

 

This declaration is to be submitted once you have submitted your application for accreditation 

with the other documents set out in article 7 of The Feed-in Tariffs (Closure, etc) Order 2018.  

Before making this declaration you should read and understand the relevant legislation and, if 

necessary, take your own independent legal advice to ensure that the proposed installation which 

is subject to this declaration qualifies. 

 

 

Declaration of grid or radar delay (example)  

Installation name:  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

I confirm that,  

 to the best of my knowledge and belief, the installation named above would have been 

commissioned on or before ………………………… (the final day of the installation’s preliminary 

accreditation validity period) if the relevant grid/radar [delete as appropriate] works had 

been completed on or before the planned grid/radar [delete as appropriate] works 

completion date, and  

 I am the owner of the installation stated in this declaration.  

Signed .........................................................................................  

Full name ...............................................................................  

Position/Job title ...............................................................................  

Date ......................................................................................... 

 


